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portraits and collaborations: a reflection on the work of ... - portraits in richmond, virginia and towards a
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meaningful public spaces. her public art involves a complicated and conceptual exploration of context. in
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gibsonrefractions in appropriate distance: the ethics of the photographic essay - in appropriate distance: the
ethics of the photographic essay kelly klingensmith. university of new mexico press, albuquerque, 2016. 250
pages, with 45 black & white illustrations. hardcover Ã‚Â£59.95, isbn 978-0-826-35694-9. contemporary
scholarly interest in the photobook has overlooked the specificity of the photo- refugee performance:
encounters with alterity - refugee performance 179 the category of refugee performance creates an essentialist
frame from which the extrication of practice is almost impossible. the middle of the road is not a safe place to
be ... - a safe place to be  maintaining artistic ambition and quality felicity harvest regional executive
director arts council england, south east ... wendy ewald. commissioned and produced by artangel, 2005. light up
dover cultural olympiad 2008 photo by matthew andrews ... promised land opera was a about a largely forgotten
aspect of their ... exploring citizenship through contemporary art - unimc - (2006), a recreation of a peace
campaigners protest; towards a promised land (2005), wendy ewaldÃ¢Â€Â™s interactive photography project
aimed at em- ... arts and museum education. exploring citizenship through contemporary art education sciences &
society. rachel mason arts and museum education. education sciences & society. faisal abduÃ¢Â€Â™ allah waikato institute of technology - artist talk / wendy ewald 2Ã¢Â€Â”3.30 pm roundtable discussion with the
artist. american artist wendy ewald has worked with communities all over the world. her innovative particpatory
photographic methods blur the boundaries between author and subject and her work has been exhibited widely.
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